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The Solvent–Solid Interface of Acid Catalysts Studied by High Resolution MAS NMR

Abstract
High-resolution magic angle spinning (HRMAS) NMR spectroscopy was used to study the effect of mixed solvent systems on the acidity at the solid–liquid interface of solid acid catalysts. A method was developed that can exploit benefits of both solution and solid-state NMR (SSNMR) by wetting porous solids with small volumes of liquids (μL/mg) to create an interfacial liquid that exhibits unique motional dynamics intermediate to an isotropic liquid and a rigid solid. Results from these experiments provide information about the influence of the solvent mixtures on the acidic properties at a solid–liquid interface. Importantly, use of MAS led to spectra with full resolution between water in an acidic environment and that of bulk water. Using mixed solvent systems, the chemical shift of water was used to compare the relative acidity as a function of the hydration level of the DMSO-d6 solvent. Nonlinear increasing acidity was observed as the DMSO-d6 became more anhydrous. 1H HR-MAS NMR experiments on a variety of supported sulfonic acid functionalized materials, suggest that the acid strength and number of acid sites correlates to the degree of broadening of the peaks in the 1H NMR spectra. When the amount of liquid added to the solid is increased (corresponding to a thicker liquid layer), fully resolved water phases were observed. This suggests that the acidic proton was localized predominantly within a 2 nm distance from the solid. EXSY 1H–1H 2D experiments of the thin layers were used to determine the rate of proton exchange for different catalytic materials. These results demonstrated the utility of using (SSNMR) on solid–liquid mixtures to selectively probe catalyst surfaces under realistic reaction conditions for condensed phase systems.
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ABSTRACT

High-resolution magic angle spinning (HR-MAS) NMR spectroscopy was used to study the effect of mixed solvent systems on the acidity at the solid-liquid interface of solid acid catalysts. A method was developed that can exploit benefits of both solution and solid-state NMR (SSNMR) by wetting porous solids with small volumes of liquids (< 2 \textmu L/mg) to create an interfacial liquid that exhibits unique motional dynamics intermediate to an isotropic liquid and a rigid solid. Results from these experiments provide information about the influence of the solvent mixtures on the acidic properties at a solid-liquid interface. Importantly, use of MAS led
to spectra with full resolution between water in an acidic environment and that of bulk water. Using mixed solvent systems, the chemical shift of water was used to compare the relative acidity as a function of the hydration level of the $d_6$-DMSO solvent. Non-linear increasing acidity was observed as the $d_6$-DMSO became more anhydrous. $^1$H HR-MAS NMR experiments on a variety of supported sulfonic acid functionalized materials, suggest that the acid strength and number of acid sites correlates to the degree of broadening of the peaks in the $^1$H NMR spectra. When the amount of liquid added to the solid is increased (corresponding to a thicker liquid layer), fully resolved water phases were observed. This suggests that the acidic proton was localized predominantly within a 2 nm distance from the solid. EXSY $^1$H-$^1$H 2D experiments of the thin layers were used to determine the rate of proton exchange for different catalytic materials. These results demonstrated the utility of using (SSNMR) on solid-liquid mixtures to selectively probe catalyst surfaces under realistic reaction conditions for condensed phase systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Conversion of biobased molecules commonly necessitate the reaction to be performed in the condensed phase. A large effect from the solvent has been shown to exist for condensed phase catalysis such as been demonstrated with zeolitic microporous materials.$^{1,2}$ The interactions between the solid surface and the solvent introduces a critical parameter that cannot be measured directly with currently available techniques, so information is limited to indirect measurements such as changes in conversion and selectivity. Brønsted acids, which are ubiquitous in biomass conversion and include hydrolysis, dehydration, and esterification reactions, are another catalyst type that is strongly influenced by the solvent system. Previous research on homogeneous
Brønsted acid catalysts for dehydration and hydrolysis reactions has shown that use of polar aprotic solvents led to dramatic increases in reaction rate and selectivity,\(^3\) with up to a 100-fold reaction rate increase. Interestingly, this reaction rate increased non-linearly as the water content was reduced. The observed rate increase was postulated to result from a thermodynamic stabilization of the acidic proton through hydrogen bonding with water, yielding a reduced acidity as the water content was increased. A method to directly measure this effect, such as through the pKa of a strong acid in a mixed solvent, is not readily accessible. Adding to this challenge is the significant environmental and economic incentive to substitute homogeneous acids with heterogeneous acids, such as sulfonated resins,\(^4\) sulfonated carbon materials,\(^5\)-\(^8\) functionalized silica,\(^9\) and zeolites.\(^10\)

SSNMR has been used extensively to directly characterize the active sites on solid acid surfaces; most commonly these materials have been inorganic solid acids including silica-aluminas, zeolites, and sulfonated zirconias. Direct measurement of \(^{27}\text{Al}\),\(^11\), \(^{17}\text{O}\)\(^12\) and \(^1\text{H}\) nuclei has been used to measure the acidity of numerous solid acid materials. \(^1\text{H}\) \{\(^{17}\text{O}\}\) double resonance and \(^1\text{H}\) \{\(^{27}\text{Al}\}\) double resonance TRAPDOR experiments have been used to probe the proximity of \(^1\text{H}\), \(^{17}\text{O}\) and \(^{27}\text{Al}\) nuclei.\(^13\)-\(^14\) Although \(^{27}\text{Al}\) or \(^1\text{H}\) SSNMR spectroscopy is an established technique to probe heterogeneous acid material, there are several limitations. First, \(^{27}\text{Al}\) SSNMR can only probe acidic sites corresponding to Al species. Furthermore, the structural information that can be obtained is commonly limited since \(^{27}\text{Al}\) NMR spectra are often significantly broadened by second-order quadrupolar effects. Direct measurement of the \(^1\text{H}\) SSNMR spectra can enable acidic protons to be probed. However, the materials must be dry to prevent broadening of signals by exchange with free water. This requires heating above 250 °C in vacuum and will decompose a large number of strong Brønsted acid groups, such as
sulfonated groups, e.g., in Nafion, Amberlyst, and sulfonated carbons. NMR of Lewis base probe molecules bound to acid sites has been used to quantify both the number and strength of acid sites.\textsuperscript{15} \textsuperscript{1}H, \textsuperscript{2}H, \textsuperscript{13}C, \textsuperscript{15}N and \textsuperscript{31}P SSNMR spectra of probe molecules such as acetone\textsuperscript{16-17}, methanol\textsuperscript{18}, pyridinic species,\textsuperscript{15,19} and trimethyl phosphine (P(CH\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{3})\textsuperscript{19-20} or triethyl phosphine oxide (TEPO) has been demonstrated.\textsuperscript{21} Of note is that experiments with TEPO have been validated with comparison to pyridine adsorption calorimetry by demonstration of a linear correlation of \textsuperscript{31}P chemical shifts with pyridine adsorption enthalpy –ΔH (kcal/mol).

SSNMR has also been used to characterize the interactions of probe molecules with solid acid sites by observation of in-situ transformations. These measurements were accomplished using a specialized apparatus that could introduce known amounts of gas phase molecules at cryogenic temperatures and has been applied to characterize more than 80 molecules on acidic surfaces via in-situ NMR.\textsuperscript{22-23,24} Further coupling with 2D double quantum magic angle spinning (DQ MAS) homonuclear experiments has been shown to be a powerful technique to probe acidic surfaces and discern reaction mechanisms.\textsuperscript{25} While the introduction of gas phase probe molecules onto clean surfaces produces discerning results, the approach still has some limitations. Notably, the approach requires specialized equipment for sample preparation and cannot be used to investigate the role of the solvent in condensed phase systems. Recent work has explored using NMR with zeolite catalyst loaded with small amounts of liquid/reactant mixtures to gain insights about the catalyst reactivity. In zeolites containing small amounts of water different sites on the zeolite catalyst were resolved using a MAS frequency of 5 kHz, and successfully demonstrate that water uptake could be modulated with grafting of hydrophobic residues.\textsuperscript{26} Studies have also been used to show the influence of water on C-H bond activation in zeolite catalyst using a similar approach.\textsuperscript{27}
Understanding the role of the solvent in condensed phase reactions requires development of methodologies to probe the catalyst surface-liquid interface to elucidate the complex interplay between the solvent, reactant, and surface. NMR of solid-liquid mixtures has been used to reveal information about molecular motions, diffusion, and interactions between phases, as well as being a promising technique for the characterization of functionalized solids dispersed in liquids. These experiments utilized pulse field gradients to measure diffusion rates and molecular interactions through nuclear Overhauser effect (NOESY) experiments. Solid systems with liquid-like components (liquid crystals, gels, and membranes) are particularly interesting, as both liquid and SSNMR can be leveraged. Use of SSNMR to study the liquid-like components of solid-liquid composites, termed high-resolution magic angle spinning (HR-MAS) NMR, has been shown to be a fruitful approach as it leads to NMR spectra with very high resolution compared to NMR spectra of true solid materials. Most often this technique has been applied to biological samples, both swollen and metal supported, functionalized resins and polymers such as membranes and biomolecules, linkers on oxide supports, ligands on metal nano-particles, and solid-phase organic reactions; however, this technique is sparsely used to study heterogeneous catalyst surfaces. One example, which utilized this resolution to extract information about interfacial dynamics, was work characterizing water on anion exchange membranes. Using resolved “free water” and protonated water combined with NOESY experiments, the relative rates of exchange between the two phases was compared and provided insight about the rates of crossover between the two domains within the swollen polymeric material.

In the current work, we show how SSNMR spectroscopy can be applied to study porous solids impregnated with thin liquid films. This is a unique approach to examine catalyst surfaces in condensed phase systems. The results are relevant for heterogeneous catalysis under realistic
conditions. This emerging application of HR-MAS NMR has potential to characterize the catalyst-liquid interface and provides information about molecular motions, solid-liquid interactions, and molecular orientations with nanometer resolution, while monitoring reactions in real time. We have used this approach to compare a number of solid acid catalysts and investigate the effects of mixed solvent systems on acidity.

2. Experimental Method

2.1 Reagents and Materials

Materials, including D$_2$O, Davisil silica, propyl-SO$_3$H silica functionalized silica gel, and trimethoxy propyl sulfide silane, and trimethoxy-ethyl-arene-thiol, were all used as purchased from Sigma. $d_6$-DMSO was obtained from the Cambridge isotope laboratory and Nafion coated silica (SAC-13-531 13%) from Engelhard. The ZSM-5 zeolite (CBV2314) was purchased from Zeolyst containing a Si:Al of 11.5 and it was calcined at 550 $^\circ$C for 10 hrs to convert the catalyst into the acidic form. All catalyst materials were degassed in a Micromeretics 2020 BET unit at 105 $^\circ$C for 12 hrs and transferred into the glove box in the sealed BET tube.

2.2 Catalyst preparation

Synthesis of functionalized Davisil silica

The functionalized silica materials were synthesized by adding 10 mmol of propyl or ethyl-arene sulfonic acid methoxysilane to 0.5 grams of Davisil silica to a total volume of 10 ml in dichloromethane in a glove box under a nitrogen atmosphere and held at room temperature for 48 hr. The materials were then washed with 50 ml of dichloromethane, and 30 ml of ethanol under vacuum filtration followed by overnight drying in an oven at 100 $^\circ$C. The materials were then treated with 15 ml of 30% H$_2$O$_2$ for 24 hr, followed by filtration and washing with an
additional 100 ml of epure H₂O. To ensure sulfonic acid groups were fully protonated materials were immersed in 30 ml of 1M H₂SO₄ under stirring for 4 hrs. After acidification materials were washed with epure H₂O until the filtrate was no longer strongly acidic and finally were dried at 80 oC in air over night. The total number of acid sites was determined by titration against 0.10 M NaOH using a Titrino-plus auto-titrator.

**Preparation of liquid impregnated catalytic materials**

**2.3 NMR experiments** The liquid impregnated catalytic materials used for the NMR analysis were prepared and packed in a glove box. The materials were impregnated by first weighing out approximately 10 mg of the catalyst into a screw cap 2 ml polypropylene tube, followed by application of liquid onto the solid material. The wetted solid was allowed to equilibrate for a minimum of 6 hr (typically overnight). The impregnated materials were then mixed with a spatula, allowed to equilibrate for another 30 minutes, and packed into the 2.5 mm rotors, which were stored in a screw cap vial prior to being analyzed. To ensure that no liquid was being lost during the NMR experiments rotors were weighed before and after NMR experiments and found to contain the same mass.

**HRMAS/Solid-State NMR.**

¹H NMR experiments were acquired with a Bruker Avance III HD solid-state NMR spectrometer with a 9.4 T superconducting magnet (400 MHz ¹H Larmor frequency), using a triple resonance 2.5 mm probe. Direct polarization spectra were acquired using power levels corresponding to 90° ¹H pulse lengths of 2.5 µs with an acquisition period of 300 ms.
2D EXSY NMR spectra were acquired with a standard three pulse NOESY/EXSY pulse sequence ($\pi/2-t_1-\pi-2t_{\text{mix}}-\pi/2$). Phase sensitive detection in the indirect dimension was obtained with the STATES-TPPI procedure by cycling the phase of the second 90° degree pulse.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Effect of MAS on peak shape for thin liquid layers

Results comparing the effect of the MAS frequency on the $^1$H spectra of 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) and/or H$_2$O in $d_6$-DMSO impregnated onto propyl-SO$_3$H functionalized Davisil silica or ZSM-5, respectively, are shown in Figure 1. These results demonstrated that the thin liquid layer on top of a rigid solid surface could undergo molecular motions that were intermediate to that of a rigid solid or a true isotropic liquid. This is evident from the dramatic effect of MAS, which at even moderate spinning speeds generates high-resolution $^1$H NMR spectra (peaks with full width half maximum (FWHM) as low as 20 Hz).

The effect of MAS frequency on the $^1$H NMR spectra of HMF impregnated on Davisil silica functionalized with propyl-SO$_3$H groups (Figure 1a) showed a different response than for acidic water (Figure 1b). The peaks originating from HMF did not have substantially improved resolution with faster MAS, while the water peak at 7.3 ppm, which was in exchange with acid sites, narrowed dramatically as the spinning increased from 6 kHz to 25 kHz. Importantly, no peaks were resolved without MAS, as only a broad signal was observed for HMF (static case).

This result was also true for ZSM-5 zeolite impregnated with 0.2% H$_2$O in $d_6$-DMSO (Figure 1b). Again, under static conditions only a broad $^1$H NMR signal was observed, which was centered at the chemical shift for water not undergoing rapid exchange with acidic groups “free water.” The signal intensity increased and the peaks sharpened substantially when the MAS
frequency was increased from 6 to 15 kHz, with only a small improvement observed when the MAS frequency increased to 25 kHz. Taken together these experiments suggested that the thin film approach was sufficiently robust to be applied to different materials with both water and organic molecules used as probes.

Figure 1. The effect of the MAS frequency of the $^1$H NMR spectra of thin liquid layers of different solvents impregnated onto solid acid catalysts; (a) 2 M HMF in $d_6$-DMSO impregnated with 0.66 µL/mg (idealized 2nm liquid layer) onto propyl-SO$_3$H functionalized silica. $^1$H NMR spectra obtained with the sample stationary (black trace) and with MAS frequencies of 6 kHz (red), 15 kHz (green) and 25 kHz (blue). (b) Compares $^1$H NMR spectra of ZSM-5 impregnated with 0.66 µL/mg 0.2% H$_2$O in $d_6$-DMSO obtained with the sample stationary (black) and with MAS frequencies of 6 kHz (red), 15 kHz, (green) and 25 kHz (blue).
3.2 Effect of water content on $^1$H chemical shift.

The rates of acid-catalyzed dehydration reactions often have pronounced solvent effects.$^{3, 43}$ Therefore, experiments were conducted to determine if simple 1D $^1$H NMR spectra could probe the differences arising from various solvent environments on a Brønsted acid catalyst surface. In highly acidic homogenous solutions the average $^1$H chemical shift of the water resonance is a convenient measure of the relative acidity because the fast exchange between the acid and water $^1$H nuclei results in a single resonance reflecting the weighted average of the two independent species.$^{44}$ To investigate the relation between water content and acid strength in mixed solvent systems, a set of experiments was conducted in which propyl-SO$_3$H functionalized silica gel were impregnated with $d_6$-DMSO containing differing amounts of H$_2$O/D$_2$O. The total H$_2$O content was the same for all samples to keep the signal to noise constant through the series. Spectra from these experiments are shown Figure 2a. The spectra showed a clear trend between decreasing water content and a higher frequency shift accompanied by increased broadening. To more clearly see this correlation, plots were constructed showing the relationship between the peak position and the FWHM (Figure 2b). The plot of peak position vs. FWHM, showed a strong linear relationship. The increase in the $^1$H chemical shift with the reduction in water concentration in the H$_2$O/$d_6$-DMSO solution likely occurs since there is an increase in the relative amount of acid protons with respect to the water protons. Therefore, the average peak position that results from fast exchange between water and acid peaks will shift towards the position of the acid peaks as the concentration of water is reduced. Here we also observe that the degree of broadening is related to the relative concentration of H$_3$O$^+$, suggesting that the peak width can provide an additional measure to characterize the acidity of solid acid-solvent interface.
Figure 2. Comparison of water peak $^1$H chemical shift and FWHM as a function of H$_2$O content in $d_6$-DMSO solution for samples of propyl-SO$_3$H functionalized silica impregnated with 0.66 µL/mg of solid material. This volume to solid ratio was chosen to obtain a theoretical solvent layer thickness of 2 nm in all samples.

3.3 Comparison of H$_2$O peak position with water content on Davisil and propyl-SO$_3$H functionalized silica

Samples were prepared to compare how the $d_6$-DMSO content affected the peak position of the water on the propyl-SO$_3$H functionalized silica gel versus the non-functionalized silica with similar surface area (Davisil). These samples were used to examine whether the changes in the chemical shift and broadening of the $^1$H NMR signals of the acid moieties arose from differences...
in the water interacting with the acidic surface or greater $d_6$-DMSO content. Results from this analysis are shown in Figure 3a. The $^1$H NMR spectra in Figure 3A show the observed $H_2O$ shift to higher ppm $^1$H NMR signals on propyl-$SO_3H$ functionalized silica was not simply due to changes induced by higher $d_6$-DMSO content. In fact, as the concentration of $d_6$-DMSO was increased, the opposite trend was observed. The $H_2O$ $^1$H NMR signal on un-functionalized Davisil moved to a lower chemical shift with increasing $d_6$-DMSO content. A plot of the difference in peak position versus $d_6$-DMSO content is shown in Figure 3b, and it can be seen that the variation in chemical shift with DMSO content is non-linear. Comparatively, a non-linear increasing trend was observed for the monosaccharide dehydration rate (fructose & xylose) and hydrolysis of cellulose glycosidic bonds with decreasing water content in polar aprotic solvents such as DMSO or γ-valerolactone (GVL).$^{43}$ Previously, the $H_2O$ ppm shift has been correlated to the wt% $H_2SO_4$ in $H_2O$ for a homogeneous reaction systems using concentrated sulfuric acid.$^{45}$ As the water chemical shift reflects the weighted chemical shifts of all the species in the hydrogen bonding network undergoing fast exchange, the chemical shift of water in a homogeneous solution will be unaffected until high acid concentrations are reached. Given that water under standard condition corresponds to roughly 55 M, a solution of pH 1 is two orders of magnitude lower in concentration and would therefore be unaffected. Using the shift observed for water at the surface of the solid acid catalyst, an estimation of the relative acidity at the surface can be made by correlating to the $^1$H chemical shift observed for different homogeneous $H_2SO_4$ concentrations. This analysis shows a non-linear increasing trend which can provide an explanation for increasing reaction rates with decreasing water content in polar aprotic solvents. Using the chemical shifts difference of the concentrated homogeneous acid to determine the effective acid concentration at the surface of the solid catalyst provides a basis to
compare the acidity in these mixed solvent systems. For example, the 2.5 ppm change for the 0.2% water in $d_6$-DMSO corresponds to roughly the acidity of a 40 wt% sulfuric acid solution, while the modest change of 0.25 ppm in pure water would correspond to a 5 wt% H$_2$SO$_4$ solution. Non-linear reaction kinetics was observed and has been proven to follow a specific acid catalyzed kinetic pathway, i.e., kinetic isotope effect $k_{D_2O}/k_{H_2O} > 1$; H$_3$O$^+$ is the catalyst.$^{46}$

![NMR spectra and reaction kinetics graph]

**Figure 3.** (a) $^1$H NMR spectra of water-$d_6$-DMSO solutions impregnated onto Davisil silica or propyl-SO$_3$H functionalized silica. (b) Plot of the difference in ppm between the Davisil and propyl-SO$_3$H as a function of DMSO content.
3.4 Effects of total liquid added on $^1$H NMR spectra.

To study how the liquid/solid loading, i.e., liquid layer thickness, influenced the $^1$H NMR spectra, propyl-SO$_3$H functionalized silica gel (Sigma) was impregnated with of $d_6$-DMSO containing 0.2 vol% water and liquid to solid ratios of 0.33, 0.66, or 1.2, µL/mg, to give idealized liquid layers of 1, 2, or 4 nm thickness, respectively. The solid material had an average pore diameter of 7 nm as measured by the BET method, which was used to determine the upper limit of liquid loading that could be used to fill the solid particle pores. Shown in Figure 4a are $^1$H NMR spectra that showed two distinct peaks which we assign to “free” (i.e. not in exchange with H$_3$O$^+$) water with a chemical shift of ca. 3.66 ppm and acidic water undergoing fast chemical exchange with acidic H$_2$O, with chemical shifts > 5.5 ppm. The chemical shifts of both acidic H$_2$O and “free” H$_2$O remained at nearly the same position at all liquid loadings leading to the important conclusion that the system is not behaving as a homogeneous liquid. The intensity of the “free” water (e.g. 3.66 ppm) signal increases with greater liquid loading in contrast to what is expected in a homogeneous liquid where all of the water molecules in the system would appear at the average signal value reflecting the concentration weighted average of the water $^1$H chemical shift and the acid $^1$H chemical shift. Therefore, the invariance of the chemical shift of the “free” and acidic H$_2$O resonances and the variation of their intensities with liquid layer thickness suggests that the “acidic” water signal arises from water in exchange with acid protons that are localized near the surface. Given the estimates of the layer thickness from the volumes of liquid added, this distance can be estimated and these results indicate that the acidic H$^+$ is localized 1-2 nm near the surface, and represents a means to directly measurement this. Additionally this behavior reflects a micro-environment very close to the solid surface, as the shift to higher ppm with decreasing water content was not simply a result of less total water.
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available to shift the weighted average towards the position of bulk water. When plotting the area of acidic water and bulk water as a function of liquid loading, a decrease in the relative integrated intensity of the acidic water NMR signal was similar in magnitude to the increase in the integrated intensities of the bulk water NMR signals (Figure 4b). These results indicated that some diffusion across the interface was likely occurring, although on much slower time scales than what can be measured with NMR. Given that the pore diameter was approximately 7 nm, the addition of any more liquid to the system would have exceeded the pore volume and as such the integral of the acidic water would be expected to reach an asymptote. We repeated this experiment with higher H$_2$O/D$_2$O concentrations (50%) on the same propyl-SO$_3$H functionalized silica (Figure S1), and with Nafion coated silica, (Figure S2) and found that the same behavior is observed, ruling out this result being an effect of acid strength or very low water content.

Another difference between the $^1$H NMR spectra with different liquid layer thickness was that there are subtle changes in the peak position and shape of the acidic and bulk water peaks with different liquid loadings. With the lowest liquid loading, e.g., corresponding to a 1 nm liquid layer, the acidic peak appeared to be composed of at least two unresolved acidic species. In contrast, the higher loaded samples, having liquid layers of about 2 and 4 nm, gave spectra having only one of the two peaks that were present in the 1 nm case. A possible reason for this behavior was that the 1 nm loading sample had effectively no bulk water present so the liquid film consisted of a layer in which acidic protons exchanged with the entire layer. When the liquid layer was increased to 2 nm only a portion of the acidic water having a NMR signal at lower frequency was present and there was a noticeable amount of bulk water. For the 4 nm layer sample, only the more positively shifted water NMR signal appeared and a larger fraction of bulk water was present. This observation would be consistent with a transition from having a small
layer that could not easily exchange with bulk water to a more clearly defined thicker layer. These results were consistent with previous HR-MAS NMR work that showed clear resolution between surface and bulk water in anion exchange membranes. In that work, pulsed field gradient (PFG) NOESY experiments were also used to determine that exchange between the two phases occurred relatively slowly on the time scale of 50-100 ms. However, given the ambiguity or the pore sizes and concomitant undefined structure of membranes due to swelling/shrinking, a determination of the charge separation distance was difficult.
Figure 4. Spectra from 1, 2, 4 nm approximate liquid layers of 0.2% water in DMSO onto propyl-SO$_3$H functionalized silica gel (a). Plot of integrated intensities for the acidic and bulk water fractions of spectra (b).
3.5 Comparison of different solid acid materials.

An important question in using the $^1$H chemical shift of the acidic water NMR signal in DMSO solution to probe the acidity of the materials was whether the chemical shift would only reflect the weighted average of the water in exchange with acidic sites or if the peak position would provide information on both the strength of the acid sites and the number of sites. This question was examined by comparing four different solid acid materials. Three of the materials had a single well-defined acid group with a known $pK_a$, and the fourth sample was ZSM-5 zeolite, which is known to contain Brønsted acid sites that do not have readily defined $pK_a$ values.$^{47-48}$ The spectra resulting from impregnation of these materials with 0.66 µL/mg of 0.2 wt% H$_2$O in $d_6$-DMSO are shown in Figure 5. The sample in Figure 5a corresponds to a 13 wt% Nafion polymer supported on an amorphous silica gel, which contained 0.14 mmol of H$^+$ sites/g and a surface area of 190 m$^2$/g. The number of acid sites for the functionalized silica materials (Figure 5b and c) as determined by titration was 0.55 mmol/g for the ethyl-arene-SO$_3$H and 0.45 mmol/g for the propyl-SO$_3$H, respectively. The first feature of these spectra to note was that the acidic peak had been broadened to a far greater extent for the Nafion material than with the sulfonated silica materials. Secondly, the center of the acidic peak for the Nafion sample was located at a lower ppm value than with the sulfonated silica materials. Further, the broadening decreased with decreasing acid strength of the sulfonated acid groups. For comparison, the spectra is also shown for the impregnated HZSM-5 (Figure 5d).

Interpretation of the NMR results requires consideration of both the number of sites and the acid strength of those sites. The peak position primarily reflects the number of acid sites, as the observed chemical shift is the weighted average of the water chemical shift and the acidic sites. The result of the Nafion material being shifted to lower chemical shift than the functionalized
silica materials would be expected when considering that the number of acid sites is about 4 times less on the Nafion material. Next, a comparison of the arene-SO$_3$H and propyl-SO$_3$H peak position showed that the arene-SO$_3$H (the stronger acid) shifted to a slightly higher ppm than the propyl-SO$_3$H. Of note, some overlap between the aromatic C-H from the arene-SO$_3$H and the acidic water did exist that accounted for the sharp spike near 8 ppm. From the chemical shift alone it was difficult to determine if the number of acid sites or the strength of the acid sites led to the arene-SO$_3$H silica being shifted to a higher ppm value, given these materials do not contain exactly the same number of acid sites.

It is of interest to determine if a spectral feature independent of the number of acid sites could be used to compare acid strengths. When examining the effect of decreasing water in $d_6$-DMSO the peak was broadened significantly in addition to shifting to a higher ppm. Shown in Figure 5e is a plot of the degree of broadening as measured by the (FWHM) as a function of the $pK_a$’s as determined previously. Comparing Nafion to arene-SO$_3$H and propyl-SO$_3$H, a decreasing linear trend was observed with respect to the FWHM of the acidic peak and the $pK_a$ of the acid group. With the strongest acid, Nafion, the peaks were broadened to such a large extent that the acidic and bulk water peaks are nearly un-resolved. The increased broadening of the NMR signals observed for the stronger acids has several possible explanations: (i) The weaker acids appear to reside in the slow exchange limit (meaning the exchange rate is slower than the frequency difference) since there are two distinct resonances observed for bulk water and for the acidic water. Stronger acids may have faster exchange rates with bulk water since they are less strongly bound to the conjugate base and there is also a higher concentration of free acid protons. (ii) The free acid protons of stronger acids should have more positive chemical shifts. This will lead to a larger frequency difference between the free acid proton and the water molecules in exchange.
Both (i) and (ii) could result in an intermediate exchange regime where very broad peaks would be observed. If there is a large range of free acid proton chemical shifts then this could lead to broadened peaks, even if exchange between the water and acid protons is fast. When comparing the zeolite to the sulfonated acids, the zeolite material had far greater resolution between the bulk and acidic water peaks, and the acidic peak appeared to be in roughly the same position as the arene-SO$_3$H functionalized silica, reflecting similar amounts of acid sites. $pK_a$ values obtained for HZSM-5 using Hammet indicators suggested a range of acid sites with $pK_a$ values from -3 to 3 and total acid site amount of 0.5mmol/gram. The value obtained from extrapolating the curve led to a $pK_a$ value of approximately -1 which was consistent with previous work.

Figure 5. 0.2% H$_2$O in DMSO impregnated (~2 nm layer) onto; (a) Nafion-coated silica, (b) arene-SO$_3$H functionalized silica, (c) propyl-SO$_3$H functionalized silica, (d) HZSM-5 and (e) FWHM versus the known $pK_a$ values for the sulfonic acid groups as well as the predicted average $pK_a$ acidity of the HZSM-5 from the NMR analysis.
3.6 2D EXSY NMR Experiments on HZSM-5 and propyl-SO_3H functionalized silica

An important difference between zeolites and functionalized silica materials is the large fraction of micropores present in zeolites, which have important implications for catalytic reactivity and selective adsorption of molecules. The Davisil silica used for functionalization contained exclusively mesopores, with an average pore diameter of 14 nm that was dramatically larger than the 0.56 nm pores present in the ZSM-5. This significant difference in pore sizes would be expected to influence the rates of molecular transport, i.e., exchange between the acidic and bulk water impregnated onto the materials surfaces. The exchange behavior was examined using a 2D $^1$H-$^1$H EXSY experiment comparing the rate of proton exchange between the acidic water and bulk water peaks for the ZSM-5 and propyl-SO_3H functionalized silica (Figure 6). The rate of exchange was found to be much faster for the ZSM-5 material, with a cross-peak intensity already emerging at 10 ms before nearly reaching saturation after 50 ms. In contrast, no significant cross-peak intensity was observed with the propyl-SO_3H functionalized silica, even after 80 ms. The cause of this difference in exchange rates could be due to confinement of the water within the microporous structure, which would likely enhance exchange of protons between the two types of water. Given the larger pores in the mesoporous material, the two types of water could be effectively more separated leading to reduced exchange rates between the two types of water.
Figure 6. Comparison of 2D EXSY NMR spectra showing exchange between acidic and bulk water in solid acids impregnated with 0.2% H$_2$O in $d_6$-DMSO solutions and loading of 0.66 µL/mg. A) 2D EXSY NMR spectrum of ZSM-5 with an 80 ms exchange period, with the inset B) corresponding to intensity buildup from the acidic water to the bulk water due to exchange. Shown in C) is the 80 ms EXSY propyl-SO$_3$H functionalized silica with the same liquid loading.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Solid acid catalysts were used to demonstrate a unique application of HR-MAS NMR to study heterogeneous catalysts used for condensed phase applications. This was accomplished by impregnating the solid catalysts with a thin liquid layer onto solid surfaces and using the $^1$H NMR spectra of water in the impregnating liquid as a probe. The molecules of the liquid layer in
contact with the surface display slow motion as evidenced by the dramatic increase in resolution under MAS. High-resolution NMR spectra were obtained that were comparable to what has been acquired with isotropic liquids. To demonstrate the utility of this approach, the effects of water content in polar aprotic solvents on acidity were investigated to understand the origin of the dramatic solvent effects that have been observed for condensed phase acid catalyzed dehydration reactions. The NMR technique showed that as the water content decreased in the solvent, the degree to which the remaining water was acidified increased in an non-linear manner, closely matching previously reported reaction kinetics measurements.

For all of the materials studied it was observed that with increased liquid loading, the NMR spectra revealed two fully resolved NMR signals from the liquid layer. These two signals correspond to water undergoing rapid exchange with the acidic moiety and that of bulk water. From these experiments an estimate of the distance to which the acidic protons were delocalized from the surface was determined by comparing the peak areas for the two resolved species as a function of the nominal thickness of the liquid layer. These results suggested that the solid acid protons were localized predominantly within a 2 nm layer thickness. Moreover, 2D $^1$H-$^1$H EXSY NMR experiments were used to study the rate of exchange between the acidic water and bulk water for a microporous ZSM-5 and mesoporous propyl-SO$_3$H functionalized silica. This exchange was found to be much faster in the zeolite than in the mesoporous functionalized silica. This difference likely arises due to confinement effects on condensed phase molecules within micropores compared to liquids within a much larger mesopores. The use of EXSY in these applications could be further expanded to include reactant molecules that could provide a comparative measure of the strength of interactions between a molecule and catalytic active sites.
Lastly, $^1$H NMR spectra were compared for several solid Brønsted acid catalyst containing groups with known pKa’s. $^1$H NMR spectra using only water as a probe were found to be able to distinguish acids with different strengths via a linear trend between the observed peak width and acid strength. This approach could be applied to study systems such as zeolites that contain Brønsted acids for which measurements of pKa values are difficult to measure.

The NMR experiments demonstrated on these systems were straightforward, did not require isotopic enrichment, and could be applied with minimal spectroscopic expertise. Therefore, they have the potential to be broadly applied as a novel tool for characterizing catalysts in condensed phase applications. Coupling this approach with the use of $^{13}$C enrichment, the scope of systems that could be experimentally interrogated could be expanded. We anticipate that HR-MAS NMR should be applicable to probe impregnated heterogenous catalysts such as metal nanoparticles, acids, and bases. The techniques should allow the directly investigation of numerous questions that persist in the field of condensed phase heterogeneous catalysis, including solvent effects, support effects, mechanistic studies, catalyst deactivation, and provide support to quantum chemical modeling of heterogenous catalysts.
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